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Be a part of our story!

Novak M d.o.o.

Pod smrekami 5
SI - 1218 Komenda

E: info@novak-m.si
T: +386 1 5620117
F: +386 1 5620118

www.novak-m.com

Novak M Swiss GmbH

Kanalstrasse 6
CH – 8953 Dietikon

E: info@novak-m.ch
T: +41 71 440 18 18
F: +41 71 440 18 17

www.novak-m.com

Novak M Deutschland GmbH

Kleines Feldlein 4
DE – 74889 Sinsheim

E: info@novak-m.de
T: +49 7261 663 2101

www.novak-m.com
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massage and physiotherapy
treatments

standard     optional 

M
TS

2

M
TS

3

TT
S3

TT
S4

TT
S8

BT
S

BT
S2

durable seamless upholstery (8 cm)

breathing hole with plug, welded and taped stitches 

three-part head section - TVL-S / /

paper roll holder under head section (not avaliable with TVL) - NZP1-S / / /

paper roll holder at table base - NZP2-S / /

PVC cover for leg section - PVC8-S

retractable castors (Ø 75 mm)

hand switch / / /

circular switch / /

safety switch - EVV-S

battery backup - BB-S

standard weight capacity 250 kg 

Equipment and accessories

Model: MTS2-65/75 Model: MTS3-65/75 Model: TTS3-65/75

Technical data

Model: TTS4-65/75 Model: TTS8-65/75 Model: BTS-100/120 Model: BTS2-100/120
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MASSAGE AND 
THERAPY TABLES S
SIMPLICITY on one hand and RICHNESS on the 

other are the two distinguishable features of the 

renewed S-line design. 

Upgraded functionality and continuation of the 

awarded design make massage and therapy tables 

the perfect support for different massages, 

physiotherapy treatments and therapies. The new 

features simplify the use and make tables even more 

comfortable for both patients and practitioners.

So the cleaning becomes easier 

To ensure simple cleaning and HIGH HYGIENE STANDARDS, the upholstery is made of high-quality imitation 
leather. The only SEAM around the breathing hole is WELDED and TAPED to prevent penetration of any liquids, 

massage lotions and oils in particular.  The ABS plastic cover that protects the table base is screwless and thus 

completely smooth. 

The head and leg section adjustment levers with a mechanism integrated in the frame are easier to press and due to 

black plastic easier to clean.

To maximize the comfort and ease the use

To maximize the patient comfort, the 8 cm thick padding is made of two-layer foam. It is DURABLE AND 

COMFORTABLE along the whole lying surface which is now even wider due to  the padding finished at a right angle. 

The BREATHING HOLE with memory foam on the edges ensures perfect comfort in prone position.  A matching plug 

is standard too. Optionally, tables can include a THREE-PART HEAD SECTION.  With the new mechanism for armrest 

adjustment, only a push by one hand is enough to lower or raise both armrests at once.  As it is integrated in the frame, it 

allows practitioners an unhindered access when they treat patients seated at the head section. 

Lowering and raising massage and therapy tables by the new CIRCULAR SWITCH is as simple as it can be. From any 

side of the table, one can adjust height by pressing the switch down or pushing it up completely effortless. The height 

adjustment range is between 48 and 96 cm. 

The standard WEIGHT CAPACITY has been increased to 250 kg, which contributes to the PERFECT STABILITY. 

Practitioners can rely on the table even if they apply strong pressure during treatments. Due to the new software that 

enables SYNCHRONOUS MOVEMENT of the middle two lying sections, they can position their patients easier and 

quicker. The hand switch includes two buttons for the prestored completely flat and Trendelenburg positions and a 

memory function to store a position of practitioner’s choice. The table stands firmly on its rubber feet. To move the table 

across the room, it features RETRACTABLE CASTORS. Due to the shock absorber, the releasing and lifting of the castors 

is softened. 

For various treatments, massages and therapies

The breathing hole with a matching plug and ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT are now the standard equipment 

of the renewed S-line massage and therapy tables. Two massage table models offer a wide and COMFORTABLE LYING 

SURFACE to perform massages and therapies. If treatments demand positions with negative section incline to allow the 

Jackknife or Trendelenburg position, 3- , 4- and 8-section therapy table models are available. The fully equipped 

Therapy table S8 standardly includes a three-part head section and sturdier foldable side wings integrated in the back 

section. Bobath table offers an extra WIDE SURFACE for rehabilitation treatments. Now both, one and two-section model, 

include a HAND SWITCH to adjust the height and with a two-section Bobath the head section as well.   

Upholstery
- soft 8 cm thick padding with a two-

layer foam for maximum patient 

comfort

- welded and taped stitch around the 

breathing hole

- wider lying surface due to the 

padding finished at a right angle

Table base
- ABS plastic cover is screwless 

for easier cleaning

- standard 250 kg weight 

capacity

Soft retractable system
Retractable castors include 

a shock absorber to soften 

the release of castors.

Stronger control unit
- new software enables synchronous 

movement of table’s middle two sections

- easier to replace in case of failure

Circular switch
- simple up & down operation from all sides of the table

- height adjustment range between 48 and 96 cm

Hand switch includes CPR 

button for fully extended 

position and SOS button for 

Trendelenburg position.

Head section
- standard breathing hole with a plug 

- welded and taped seams around the 

 breathing hole preventing the penetration 

 of massage oils and lotions

- practitioner’s unhindered access 

 with three-part head section

- a one-handed push down or up 

 adjusts both armrests at once 

- breathing hole with memory foam


